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VISION
India becomes one of the top three most preferred destinations in the World. Believe it or not India is still an unexplored
Country.
Tourism in every district of India. The diversity of culture, languages, terrain, geography and history existing in India is mind blogging.
One life is not enough to experience it.
To be a pioneer and a leader in Experiential tourism by guiding people to discover places while discover themselves

Rekindling pride in Indians and in foreigners alike by creating awareness about our Vedic sciences and the spirituality
and its impact on culture and modern sciences.

DISCOVER A NEW YOU WHILE EXPLORING NEW PLACES
Zubilant is the unique travel division, part of Stuti Toursim Pvt Ltd that creates magic on its tours. Be it location, service
or experience. Tourismg with us is more than just travelling. It is experiencing unchartered unexplored facets of life itself
and thus discovering the real you.
Sachin Mehta, the Managing Director of Stuti Tourism Pvt Ltd and the conceiver of ZUBILANT – Promoter of
Experiential Tourism. He, on completing his Travel and Tourism Management Studies in 1992 and after having working
for established tourism organizations such as SOTC, UVI Holidays and Citylink Airways. In his 25 years of professional
experience his contribution to innovation in tourism such as experiential tourism and in transformational tourism is
noteworthy.
He has discovered that India today is still and unexplored experiential tourist Country. Heritage, archaeology, spiritual
and Vedic tourism are unchartered terrain by most travel and tour operators. Most operators have ignored or oblivious
to its vast potential in many respects. This unchartered course has vast scope to develop Indian tourism not only abroad
but also in India itself. It is his constant endeavour to deliver these experiential tours with innovation and dedication.
Since 2015 Sachin is part of Business Experts in Leisure and Travel & Tourism at United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe / UNCEFACT & AFACT* TT&L Working Group. Currently working in DTI (Destination
Travel Information), SLH (Small Lodge Houses) and on Vitalization and Revitalization of a touristic destination.
*UN/CEFACT is an important intergovernmental body of UNECE that works on a global level to improve the ability of business, trade
and administrative organizations, from developed, developing and transitions economies, to exchange products and relevant services effectively.
Its focus is on facilitating national and international transactions, through the simplification and harmonization of processes, procedures and
information flows, thus contributing to the growth of global commerce.
In last eighteen years over eight lack customers of all age groups have had an experiential tourism through us.

AWARDS AND CERTIFICATIONS
ISO 9001:2008 certified;

NSCI –CRISIL rating of “SE3B”;
Quality Brand Award 2011;
Best Customized Tour Organisers in Maharashtra by World Travel Brands Award 2013
“Best Entrepreneur Award” by Brihanmumbai Vocational Education Development Committee;
“Rashtriya Udyog Ratna” award in 2011 by N.E.H.R.D.O.

Adventure
In our adventure thematic tours the traveller will enjoy one
in a life exciting activities. From extreme sports like
paragliding, bunjee jumping, kite surfing to water sports as
rafting, canoeing) and winter sports as skiing,
snowboarding, mountain climbing, trekking and caving.
Where: Uttarakhand, Assam, Sikkim, West Bengal,
Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh.
We will put at your disposal all our sport experts to guarantee the
complete safety to your customers.

Nature
Explore the green lands of India, unforgettable landscapes, forests
and marvellous fauna variety. India has lots of National Park and
green Reserves, where your travellers will not forget that tour on
the back of the elephant or the camel safari in the desert! Catch in
a precious photograph tigers, lions, and leopards and learn about
exotic birds and huge trees with our naturalists. Plants are nature
gifts that we will teach to your traveller how to use for medical and
Ayurvedic purposes. Admire the flowing rivers and enjoy palms
and south Indian beauty.
Where: Uttarakhand, Assam, Sikkim, Maharashtra, Himachal
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Goa, Kerala.

Sport
Our special sports activities are organized to make
the traveller enjoying the local games, cricket and
kabaddi to name a few but also international as
football, tennis and golf. We can organize
international friendly matches with local colleges
and schools to create the best experience for young
groups of team players and school students. Book
your ticket for the stadium to let your travellers
enjoy live international matches (tickets always to be
required in advance and subjected to availability).
Where: Maharashtra*, Delhi*, main cities of
India
* for friendly matches

Culture
India: the cradle of all worldwide countries, the oldest culture, the deepest tradition, the
most eclectic mix of culture, a World itself, not just a Country!
Tourists will experience and feel this mean for India, tour of temples and holy places
with in accurate explication of Indian culture, symbolism, traditions and ritualism. Very
linked to our Rural Tours, where the visitor have the unique chance to explore and
understand Indian culture from its original shape. Cultural tours are specifically planned
to let the tourist spend more time in direct contact with locals (NGO and volunteering
experiences, ashram experience, monasteries experience and rural tours are the best
options for this target).
Where: All over India.
Travellers, moved by a great motivation to discover and understand India’s root and deepest sides, will
be travelling in local and interregional trains, accommodating in homestays and in villages’ local houses,
will eat local homemade food, flanked by our experts. The ideal traveller is conscious of Indian uses
and costumes, therefore he knows the urgency to respect the same for a best intercommunication with
locals. We are at your disposal for any pre-cultural travel training to understand India.

Festivals
Land of colours and ceremonies; attending an Indian festival during Holi, Diwali,
Shivaratri, Ganesha Chaturthi or the Great Maha Kumba Mela along with the locals
is the best way to experience the Country under his deepest religious side. Travellers
will understand the soul of India, the happiness, the fervour for traditions and the
religious credo that are still vividly participated in this Country. We let them to assist
to the preparation of festivals, wearing traditional clothes and be welcomed by
Indians during these occasions. If your tourists desire to experience one of the most
original side of India, fix for them an appointment with the astrologist and
understand the importance this science and planets influence on daily life. Islamic
traditional religious ceremonies and programs to be in direct contact with the Sikh
community as well as South Indian festivals are also organized.
Where: Main cities of India

Spirituality
When tourists are willing to discover themselves, to make a shift
in their life, to understand the meaning of the world, to feel the
soul of the existence and comprehend their place in the world
India is the right place with its ancient sciences related to
Meditation, Yoga and Ayurveda practices. We ensure the best
places to practice their spiritual improvement by combining
these ancestral practices to their theory, in order to let them
change the perception of their lives, of positive and negative.
Where: ashrams, yoga traditional centres, monasteries,
natural open air environment. All over India
The traveller is ready to face spiritual retreats and to live an experience with
rules, diet and timings to be respected, he is glad to challenge himself in his
personal inner path.

Wellness
Wellness is the perfect harmony between body, mind and
soul. The ancient tradition of India regarding beauty, wellness
and the way to make your body relaxed and healthy in a SPA,
with the traditional Indian techniques of massages and
therapies will give to travellers the chance to get rejuvenated.
Wellness centres are managed by experts who will provide
advices and information on the best way to make the body
and the mind in a healthy status. Wellness experience can be
combined to a yoga and meditation section or retreat to have
a total perception of the body and the mind.
Where: Kerala, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Uttarakhand,
Himachal Pradesh, Maharashtra and Rajasthan.

Education
The Company is dealing with the main international schools and colleges in India since 2009. For Indian
Educational Institutes we organize customized tours for students, in addition we are dealing with international
colleges for inbound travels. Our offer in this sector is standing in CAS tours, Industrial visits, linguistic
programme tours, cultural, archaeological and historical tours International exchanges and accurate programmes
for international students in India.

Where: all over India
We are ready to put our expertise and commitment with your schools and colleges

MICE
Improve Your Business in India
If your direct clients are Business Companies, we are taking care of them by offering the
Incentive experience which will make them understand their professional results and
outcomes in terms of efficiency at work, by providing the chance to become more
conscious of their personal capacities and their aspirations.

The importance to know colleagues and managers in a Company is focal for the good
functionality of the same as well as for a potential improvement of the business. We are
offering team building sections and activities which will allow employees and managers to
discover weakness and strength of their working team. Locations are accurately selected to
match the business of the company with the right ambience accordingly to the purpose of
the travel, whether it will be a conference, an event, a cultural tour to discover the partner
culture and better understand the way to collaborate together, and incentive voted to
motivation and relationship improvement of managers and employees, meetings with
partners, participation to business fairs, Industries visits or a promotional travel.
Hotels and accommodation facilities are customized accordingly to the experience
requested by the customer company, whether a 5*, a 3* hotel or a local range of homestays
and alternative accommodations where the company team is asked to challenge himself by
being in direct contact with the culture and India.
Where: all over India
Activities and accommodations are customized on clients’ requirement and needs. Accommodations are
provided with all the needed facilities for conferences, pitch, presentations, brand launch,outdoor activities,
product related events or meetings. On request we put at disposal business experts who can drive the
customers into their business in India accordingly to their business field by providing a sectorial know-how of
their market competence.

History and Archaeology are two fields where India is
having its wide range of possibilities. Thanks to his
history characterized by several invasions and the
antiquity of the country itself, your customers will find
an offer in India which will exceed their expectations.
We organize programs all over India on the basis of
the historical period of interest of your travellers and
our experts will provide them all those information
that a book can’t.

Archaeology
History

Signature Travels
Rural Tours
Rural Tours are part of our Signature Travels, our main added value is to offer to travellers the
chance to experience the local Indian habitudes, away from the guaranteed comforts of life
and tourists masses (please note that these tours are suitable for small groups of tourists or
individual travellers), accommodation provided are mainly in homestays and the rural
experience can be combined regular with circuits. Tourists will be in contact with locals, by
participating to their daily activities (cooking classes, traditional dances and festivals).
Where: Rajasthan, Meghalaya, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Sikkim and Assam,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Kerala
We are proud to contribute in a responsible way to the improvement of Indian rural areas and inhabitants
and to develop in this way an eco-sustainable shape of tourism aligned with United Nations directions for the
year 2017 on the promotion of sustainable tourism year.

Hobby related Tours
Every tour can match with your travellers’ hobbies and passions. These Signature Travels have
the added value to allow the traveller to express his inner aspirations while on holiday, in this
way he will be able to understand how his preferred activities can be implemented in India,
whether the hobby will be cooking, sculpturing, photography, fishing, bird watching, singing,
painting, playing an instrument or needlecraft. We can match his passion by designing a
specific tour based on his personal aspiration, because India is a world that can make him
discover a further side of travellers’ personal desires.
Where: accordingly to the traveller personal hobby two itineraries in India will be
offered on request.
Tourists will be flanked and/or driven by professional experts accordingly to the hobby object of the travel
program.

Signature Travels
Life Enrichment Tours
Life Enrichment Tours (LET) are part of the signature travels of ZUBILANT™,
along with Rural Tours where the traveller will highlight the simple life as well as
interact in a different way with local inhabitants far away from tourist masses, we
offer the chance to improve themselves and their relationships with studied programs
that will make them be back as another person. LET programs is the perfect
combination between travel, games and activities, driven by expert life coaches.
LET tour section is composed by:
Family Bonding Retreats - Family bonding is an extraordinary and innovative concept
applied to travels where families perceived as a whole and as a micro community of
singular components have the chance to improve themselves personally and under
their role into the family unit.
The personal and family related improvement is the outcome of specific activities and
teaching sessions where everyone has the chance to comprehend, compare, listen and literally feel
the life of the father, mother or children.
Mother and Child - Specifically designed for young children and for their moms,
grandmothers, aunts or another special female adult, Mother & child tours propose
to participants to spend time together and enjoy the travel with the purpose of
compare and rediscover themselves through an inner path of love, spiritualism and dialogues.
Transformational Tours - With Transformational tours our travelers get renewed by
participating in mind blogging activities, unwrapping into nature’s cradle, spending time with oneself
and practicing physical activities, reducing stress and improving self-efficiency,
meditating, practicing yoga, interacting and reflecting, role plays and team games.
Examples of our Transformational programs are: Discover Yourself, Back to Roots,
The Wonder Years, Freedom beyond Comforts, Son of soil and Footprints of Bapu.
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